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Early period. The earliest troubadour whose work survives is GuilhÃ¨m de Peitieus, better known as Duke
William IX of Aquitaine (1071â€“1126). Peter Dronke, author of The Medieval Lyric, however, believes that
"[his] songs represent not the beginnings of a tradition but summits of achievement in that tradition."
Troubadour - Wikipedia
A neume (/ Ëˆ nj uË• m /; sometimes spelled neum) is the basic element of Western and Eastern systems of
musical notation prior to the invention of five-line staff notation.
Neume - Wikipedia
June Tabor - Ashore (Topic) I really don't think I can improve on the recent BBC Online description of June as
"perhaps the greatest interpreter and curator of indigenous British music", and readers should need no
persuading that each successive CD she releases will be worth one's immediate, and priority, investment.
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